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Abstract. Recent reports on challenges of programming models at ex-
treme scale suggest a shift from traditional block synchronous execu-
tion models to those that support more asynchronous behavior. The
OpenSHMEM programming model enables HPC programmers to exploit
underlying network capabilities while designing asynchronous communi-
cation patterns. The strength of its communication model is fully realized
when these patterns are characterized with small low-latency data trans-
fers. However, for cases with large data payloads coupled with insufficient
computation overlap, OpenSHMEM programs suffer from underutilized
CPU cycles.
In order to tackle the above challenges, this paper explores the feasibil-
ity of introducing Active Messages in the OpenSHMEM model. Active
Messages is a well established programming paradigm that enables a
process to trigger execution of computation units on remote processes.
Using empirical analyses, we show that this approach of moving compu-
tation closer to data provides a mechanism for OpenSHMEM applica-
tions to avoid the latency costs associated with bulk data transfers. In
addition, this programming pattern helps reduce the need for unwanted
synchronization among processes, thereby exploiting more asynchrony
within an algorithm. As part of this preliminary work, we propose an
API that supports the use of Active Messages within the OpenSHMEM
execution model. We present a microbenchmark-based performance eval-
uation of our prototype implementation. We also compare the execution
of a Traveling-Salesman Problem designed with and without Active Mes-
sages. Our experiments indicate promising benefits at scale.

1 Introduction

In recent years, research surveys that highlight the challenges faced by current
programming models at extreme scale, have indicated a shift from the de facto
SPMD style message passing models. With regards to the need for asynchrony
within programming models, the report on ASCR Programming Challenges for
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Exascale Computing [4] states that, “The increased variation on execution speed
of various components, due to error recovery and power management, will require
codes that are more tolerant to noise, hence, more asynchronous”. In accordance
with this, multiple research efforts are being directed towards adopting program-
ming languages and libraries that support task-based algorithm design.

In this paper, we explore the feasibility of introducing support for Active Mes-
sages to OpenSHMEM3, a one-sided SPMD-based PGAS programming model.
Active messages (AM) provide a means of triggering a user-specified unit of
computation at a different process (or Processing Element or PE). The main
motivation is to enable asynchronous execution of small compute paths and
overlap of communication, with very little synchronization overhead incurred at
the source and the target PE. The user-specified function (called a ‘handler’ )
has access to the user address space at the target PE. Thus, Active Messages
(or AM) let PEs inject computation on remote destinations that host memory
objects that are either remotely inaccessible due to the memory model or too
costly for data movement.
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Fig. 1: Execution flow of an Active Message
Request

The contribution of this work and
the paper layout is as follows: (i)
Description of a point-to-point inter-
action between a pair of processes
using Active Messages (Section 2)
and comparison of the AM han-
dler with a task. (ii) Proposal of an
API that introduces Active Messages
within the OpenSHMEM program-
ming model (Section 3) (iii) A pro-
totype implementation of AM within
the OpenSHMEM reference imple-
mentation over GASNet (iv) Empiri-
cal study using synthetic microbench-
marks and a miniapp that evalu-
ates the performance of the prototype
(Section 4) (v) List of different re-
search efforts in the field of task man-
agement in a distributed environment (Section 5). (vi) A summary of the lessons
learned and potential future work (Section 6).

2 Overview of Active Messages

Fig. 1 depicts the flow diagram of two processes communicating using Active
Messages. The progress of the communication between the source process A and
the target process B is described below:

1. Both A and B register the function handlers with the AM library.
2. Source process A sends an AM request to remote process B. This AM request

mainly comprises (1) the identity of B, (2) the identity of the handler to be

3 OpenSHMEM is a trademark of Silicon Graphics International Corp.
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executed at B, and (3) optionally, contents of the data buffer to be passed
as input to the handler.

3. On receiving the AM request, process B chooses to asynchronously execute
the requested function handler. At the start of the execution, it gains access
to any data buffer that was transferred. This function that is executed at
process B is called the ‘request handler’.

4. During the execution of the request handler, process B may optionally choose
to post a reply AM back to A. Similar to the AM sent by A, this reply
AM contains the identity of the handler to be executed at A along with an
optional data payload.

5. At some point in time, on detecting the arrival of the above reply AM, A
executes the handler corresponding to the identity listed in the incoming
message. The handler which is executed as a response to this AM is called
the ‘reply handler’.

2.1 Active Message v/s Tasking Models

Unlike a tasking model where one has to rely on a scheduler to assign resources
for execution, the AM model allows the programmer to explicitly specifying the
destination for the execution. While the computation associated with a task is ex-
pected to return a specific result to a ‘parent‘ unit, computation of AM handlers
are usually intended to update local data structures. Another notable difference
is that while tasking models allow establishing dependence among multiple tasks,
AM models focus on asynchronous execution of independent handlers.

3 Proposed Extension for Active Messages Support

This section describes the proposed interface of AM handlers and the related AM
management functions 4 related to: (1) design of an AM handler, (2) registration
of AM handlers, (3) initiating AMs, (4) the completion of AMs, and (5) handler
safe locking. The set of the proposed interfaces for C is shown in Listing1.1.

Design of an AM Handler
The actual body of an AM handler is enclosed within a user-defined function.

The purpose of active messages is to enable injection of code paths that contain
a small set of computation that remains independent of the progress of other
PEs. The design of an AM handler should therefore adhere to the following set
of constraints:

– The handler body should not call other function routines from the OpenSHMEM
library, that have the potential to trigger an inter-PE communication. This
includes point-to-point communication, synchronization constructs, atomic
operations, and other AM related functions (excluding those related to mu-
tual exclusion).

4 Note: As a norm in the OpenSHMEM community, all the AM related functions in this
paper have been prefixed with ‘shmemx ’ instead of ‘shmem ’ to indicate that they
are proposed extensions to the standard and not part of the current specification.
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– The execution of an AM handler can progress in an OS thread that runs
concurrent to the one servicing the critical path of a PE. It becomes the
responsibility of the programmer to ensure that no race conditions occur
when a data object is made accessible to both an AM handler as well as the
execution path of a PE. If one of the accesses is a write operation, handler-
safe locks can be used to ensure mutual exclusion.

– If a data object is a target of a write operation during the execution of the
handler routine, handler-safe locks should be used to avoid race conditions.

/∗∗ Function Handler S igna ture ∗∗/
void user funct ion name (void∗ data bu f f e r , s i z e t

b u f f e r s i z e , int c a l l i n g p e i d , shmemx am token t token )

/∗∗ (De) Reg i s t r a t i on o f Act ive Message hand l e r s ∗∗/
typedef void (∗ shmemx am handler ) (void ∗buf , s i z e t nbytes ,

int req pe , shmemx am token t token )

void shmemx am attach ( int hand le r id , shmemx am handler
hand l e r p t r )

void shmemx am detach ( int h an d l e r i d )

/∗∗ I n i t i a t i n g Act ive Messages ∗∗/
void shmemx am request ( int dest , int hand le r id , void∗

source addr , s i z e t nbytes )
void shmemx am reply ( int hand le r id , void∗ source addr ,

s i z e t nbytes , shmemx am token t temp token )

/∗∗ Progress and Completion ∗∗/
void shmemx am quiet ( )
void shmemx am poll ( )

/∗∗ Handler Safe Locking ∗∗/
void shmemx am mutex init ( shmemx am mutex∗ t )
void shmemx am mutex destroy ( shmemx am mutex∗ t )
void shmemx am mutex lock ( shmemx am mutex∗ t )
void shmemx am mutex unlock ( shmemx am mutex∗ t )
int shmemx am mutex trylock ( shmemx am mutex∗ t )

Listing 1.1: Proposed API routines for Active Messages in OpenSHMEM

Registration of AM Handlers This features the following two collective
API routines:

– shmemx am attach: Enables the calling PE to register the function pointed
to by the function pointer. The user passes a handler-id that is used to map
the handler to the corresponding function. On return from this function, a
PE can use the handler id to launch an AM until its association to the han-
dler function is removed using shmemx am detach. It must be noted that
the remote PE itself need not register the handler if it does not intend to
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execute it during its lifetime. Since a function being registered can only be
used as an AM handler after it has been registered, some type of synchro-
nization between the two PEs may be necessary to ensure that the function
registration is complete on the target PE. Different PEs can register the
same function with different handler-ids.

– shmemx am detach: This removes the mapping between a handler-id and the
function mapped to the id. Once detached, it is illegal for any other PE to
reuse the same handler id to launch an AM unless it is explicitly remapped
using shmemx am attach by the current PE.

Initiating Active Messages

– shmemx am request: This function is used to launch an AM on a remote PE
destination. The contents of the user buffer is transferred to the target PE
along with the id of the function. On receiving this request, the target PE
executes the corresponding handler. On return from this request function,
there is no guarantee of the completion of execution of the handler by the
target PE. This asynchrony reduces the overhead at the source PE. To enable
the source PE to reuse the data buffer, it is essential that this function copies
the contents to a temporary buffer internally before returning to the user
address space.

– shmemx am reply: In a two-sided request-reply communication model, this
function is used by the request AM handler to launch a reply AM handler
at the source PE that had issued the AM.

The Completion of Active Messages

– shmemx am quiet: This function enables the calling PE to ensure that the
request handlers of all previously posted Active Messages and their corre-
sponding response handlers (if any) have completed their execution.

– shmemx am poll: This polls the network for any outstanding AM requests.
It must be noted that while this function can be used by a programmer to
wait for a certain event to occur, it is not necessary for an OpenSHMEM
implementation to rely on this function to make progress. An implementa-
tion should be free to exploit interrupt driven mechanisms or asynchronous
notification capabilities of the underlying operating system or the hardware
platform, respectively.

Handler Safe Locking
Since the critical path of the PE and the AM handler may run concurrently,

it becomes necessary to ensure mutually exclusive accesses to shared data struc-
tures. For this, we propose a new data type called shmemx am mutex. It becomes
the responsibility of the programmer to ensure that an object of this data type
be visible to both the AM function handler as well as the main PE thread.
An object of this type represents a mutex variable that can be passed to the
following functions to avoid overlapping access of shared memory.

– shmemx am mutex init: Initializes the mutex variable. Typically, the purpose
is to ensure that the initial state of the variable becomes visible to both the
critical path of the PE as well as the AM handler.
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– shmemx am mutex destroy: Ensures that the variable is no longer usable by
the critical path of the PE or the calling thread. This provides an opportunity
for an implementation to clean up memory associated with the variable.

– shmemx am mutex lock: Attempts to acquire the mutex variable exclusively.
If unsuccessful, the calling PE remains blocked until it gains access to the
mutex.

– shmemx am mutex unlock: Releases the ownership of the mutex variable.

– shmemx am mutex trylock: Attempts to acquire the mutex variable exclu-
sively. If unsuccessful, it returns 0 to the callee and its execution continues
with blocking. If successful, it returns a non-zero number.

4 Prototype Evaluation

4.1 Implementation Design

Shared Memory, Ethernet, IB, Myrinet GM, 
IBM LAPI, Cray Gemini & Aries...

OpenSHMEM reference 
implementation (p2p, 

AMO, synchronizations, 
collectives)

Active Message
Prototype 

Implementation

OpenSHMEM Program

Active
Messages

Core API AMO Barriers

GASNet Library

Fig. 2: Incorporation of the the pro-
posed Active Messages prototype into the
OpenSHMEM reference implementation

The prototype implementation5 was
designed as part of the OpenSHMEM
reference implementation [8] that in
turn uses GASNet [5] for inter-
process communication. Our proto-
type is built on top of the ex-
isting support of Active Messages
that is offered by GASNet. The in-
corporation of the prototype within
the OpenSHMEM reference imple-
mentation is illustrated in Fig. 2. It
must be noted that fine-tuned im-
plementations of Active Messages in
OpenSHMEM should take advantage
of network hardware capabilities (if
any) and the exploration of different
design approaches is out-of-scope of
this paper.

4.2 Experimental Setup

The experimental results presented in the following sections were obtained using
a cluster with AMD Opteron processors (model 6174) and Infiniband intercon-
nect (Mellanox MT26418). Each compute node comprises of a total of 48 cores
(4 sockets/node, 12 cores/socket) with approximately 5MB shared L3 cache and
16GB main memory. The OS distribution on each compute node is OpenSUSE
Linux (ver. 3.11).

5 The Active Message prototype implementation is available as a fork of the
OpenSHMEM reference implementation and is available as a git repository at
https://github.com/openshmem-org/openshmem-am

https://github.com/openshmem-org/openshmem-am
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Fig. 3: Communication line diagrams and performance results for bandwidth and mes-
sage rates

Process Layout The results from the bandwidth and message rate tests,
microbenchmarks were obtained by binding each process (PE) to a specific core
on different compute nodes. The results for the token-ring based tests and the
miniapp (Traveling Salesman Problem) were obtained by launching multiple
number of PEs - 2 through 512 and 256 respectively, each bound to a specific
core across multiple nodes.

4.3 Performance Study

This section presents a performance analysis of the prototype implementation.
As noted in previous sections, the proposed AM interface enables transfer of data
buffers in addition to the invocation of remote handlers. This section investigates
the feasibility of using Active Messages instead of OpenSHMEM point-to-point
operations to transfer data among PEs. It must be noted that the results pre-
sented as part of this study correspond to the prototype implementation of
Active Messages and is meant to highlight the difference in behavior between
the prototype and one-sided operations. The reader must bear in mind that fine-
tuned implementations of Active Messages can exploit additional features of the
underlying hardware stack to achieve better performance.

As part of this study, a microbenchmark test suite was designed to mea-
sure the achievable unidirectional and bidirectional bandwidth and message rate
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Fig. 4: Empirical study of Token Ring based communication pattern

during data transfers using both the mechanisms6. The communication pat-
terns within the microbenchmark suite use multiple PEs that communicate using
either the proposed AM interface (shmemx am request() /shmemx am quiet())
or point-to-point PUT operations (shmem putmem() / shmem quiet()). These
benchmarks evaluate the unidirectional and bidirectional bandwidth and mes-
sage rates. In addition they also measure the round-trip latency of a token-ring
topology.

Bandwidth:
Test Design: The execution time of the communication pattern was mon-

itored for different payload sizes from 1B through 2KB. We do not measure
transfers beyond the 2KB size because we learned that Active Messages are not
a good data transport mechanism for bulk payloads.

Test Results: The unidirectional and bidirectional bandwidth using the
proposed AM interface and the standard OpenSHMEM point-to-point PUT op-
erations are depicted in Fig. 3a and 3b, respectively. The x-axis corresponds to
the size of the data payload transferred (in log2 scale) across the network. The
value of the achievable bandwidth (in bytes/second) is plotted on the y-axis.
From the figures, we observe that a higher bandwidth is achievable while using
point-to-point PUT operations as compared to using the prototype implementa-
tion. This is not surprising since the AM request mechanism is associated with
multiple cost factors. At the source, the PE is responsible for copying the con-
tents of the data payload from the user’s address space to a temporary buffer
that gets packed along with additional information necessary for the target PE
to respond. At the destination, the PE is responsible for detecting an incoming
AM request, launching the corresponding AM handler and then notifying the
source about the completion of the handler execution. It can be observed that

6 The microbenchmark test suite for OpenSHMEM AM is hosted as a git repository
at https://github.com/sidjana/shmem_am_testsuite

https://github.com/sidjana/shmem_am_testsuite
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the impact of these factors increases with the size of the data payload being
transferred. This leads to an important conclusion that the purpose of using an
AM is not to transfer data payloads, but rather to trigger computation at the
same location as the transferred payload.

Message Rate:
Test Design: The execution time of the pattern was monitored for different

number of messages initiated consecutively with minimal payload (4 bytes).
Test Results: The unidirectional and bidirectional message rate using the

proposed AM interface and standard OpenSHMEM point-to-point PUT opera-
tions are depicted in Fig. 3c and 3d, respectively. The x-axis corresponds to the
number of messages (PUT operations / AM requests) initiated before waiting for
completion (in logscale, base 2)7. The value of the achievable message rate (in
messages/second) is plotted on the y-axis. Similar to the bandwidth tests above,
we observe that there is a negative impact on the message rate of the transfers.
There is a significant impact when the number of consecutive AM requests in-
creases beyond 32. The drop in message rate while using the AM interface is
about 3X in case of unidirectional tests and 5X in case of bidirectional.

Token-ring Communication Pattern:

Launching an AM is similar to triggering an event on a remote destination.
Therefore, incorporating the support for AM into a programming model enables
applications to be built using communication patterns that rely on sending and
responding to asynchronous events. It enables the design of patterns wherein a
single AM request can be used to propagate a signal across other remote PEs.
In order to ensure high performance, it is essential that implementations invest
as few CPU cycles as possible between detecting an AM request and executing
the AM handler. In order to study the impact on latency of an AM request
as it hops across multiple PEs, two synthetic microbenchmarks were designed
to mimic a token-ring based communication topology. The benchmark was de-
signed such that the token was propagated using either standard OpenSHMEM
point-to-point synchronization or the proposed AM interface.

Test Design: The line diagrams of these patterns are depicted in Fig. 4a. As
shown, the transfer of the token is achieved by transferring a single integer across
consecutive pairs of PE in the ring topology. In an N-PE system, a PE k sends
a signal (either via an AM or a PUT) to PE ((k+1)%N) which then propagates
the same to the PE ((k+2)%N), and so on. PE (N-1) sends the signal back to
PE-0 thereby completing a single round-trip. The motivation for such a design
is to measure the total round-trip latency for different ring sizes.

Test Results: As part of this study, we study the impact on the time taken
to complete a single round trip as a function of the number of hops (PEs)
within the ring. In an implementation with minimal software overhead during
AM handler management, the expectation is that the total round-trip time scales
almost linearly with the number of hops. Fig. 4b shows the empirical results for

7 Completion of a PUT operation / AM request is ensured by calling the functions -
shmem quiet() / shmemx am quiet(), respectively
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this test. The x-axis represents the number of hops (the number of PEs) in a
single round-trip. The y-axis corresponds to the total time taken for the token
initiated by PE-0 (in the form of an AM request or a PUT) to pass through all
the PEs before returning to PE-0. From the graph we observe that the latency
for the round-trip latency for both the approaches is almost the same. This can
be attributed to the fact that the difference between the latencies of transferring
data payloads using AM and standard PUT is more tangible for large data
payloads. Since this pattern used a single 4-byte integer to represent the token,
the performance is similar.

Summary:
From the bandwidth and message rate plots, we learn that the purpose

of using Active Messages is not to transfer data payloads. To achieve closer-
to-metal bandwidth and message rates for data transfers, the OpenSHMEM
programmer is better off using traditional point-to-point operations that are
currently provided by the standard. From the token-ring experiment, it can be
seen that Active Messages are better suited for triggering specific events on
remote PEs with the added benefit of providing a means for productivity (due
to its coding style) and no significant loss in performance.

4.4 The Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP)

In order to study the impact of the proposed AM interface, the Traveling Salesman
Problem (TSP) miniapp was chosen as the target benchmark because the algo-
rithm can be divided into multiple independent tasks. This gives an opportunity
to exploit asynchronous computation within the algorithm.

Miniapp Versions The TSP miniapp uses a master-worker communication
pattern. The master PE is responsible for reading an input cost matrix and
for assigning different paths to the worker PEs. The worker PEs in turn are
responsible for either breaking down a path into smaller subpaths, determining
the shortest distance for a given path, or requesting a new path from the master
PE. As part of the experiment, the performance of three different versions of the
miniapp were evaluated. The difference between the three is in the deign of the
master process. Active Messages provide a mechanism to map a function handler
to an identifier. We noted that this is similar to the message-tagging mechanism
provided by MPI. Not surprisingly, the logical flow of the algorithms that used
MPI tag-matching algorithm and the OpenSHMEM with AM was similar. This
is depicted in Fig. 5(a) and 5(b). The flow of the algorithm used to design the
miniapp using standard OpenSHMEM without any AM interface is illustrated
in Fig. 5(b) and 5(c). The design details are described below:

(i) With AM interface / MPI Tag-matching: In the OpenSHMEM
version that uses the AM interface, the worker PE communicates with the master
PE using Active Messages8. Each request contains the id of the function handler
which on detection is triggered by the master PE. Since the handler function is
presented with a pointer to the contents of the message, it is not responsible for

8 The version of the TSP miniapp using the proposed AM interface is hosted at
https://github.com/sidjana/traveling salesman shmem am/tree/master/shmem MMPQ
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Fig. 5: Flow diagram of the master and worker processes for all three versions of the
Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP): (a) Master for both OpenSHMEM with AM and
MPI, (b) Worker for all three versions, (c) Master for OpenSHMEM without AM.

costs associated with memory management. The MPI implementation9 exploits
the availability of message tags to differentiate between different messages sent
by the worker ranks. In this case, the worker rank communicates with the master
by appending MPI messages with with tag-ids that correspond to different tasks.
Because of this feature, the design of the master rank is similar to the master
PE that uses the OpenSHMEM AM interface. One of the challenges in designing
the OpenSHMEM version with AM is the need to share multiple data structures
among different AM handlers. To ensure correctness and avoid race conditions,
it becomes essential to use handler-safe locks to ensure exclusive access to these
data structures. This in turn leads to a potential rise in lock contention, and
hence performance degradation for small data sets.

(ii) Without AM interface: In this case, each worker PE remotely updates
an assigned bucket stored on the master PE, using point-to-point communication

9 The version of the TSP miniapp using MPI-tagging approach is hosted at
http://www.eecg.toronto.edu/ amza/ece1747h/homeworks/examples/MPI
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Fig. 6: Performance results of a traveling salesman problem written - MPI (in GREEN)
v/s standard OpenSHMEM (in RED) v/s OpenSHMEM with the proposed AM in-
terface (in BLUE). The dashed line connects all the medians of the box-plots that
correspond to each of the versions.

operations10. The master PE is in charge of maintaining the remotely accessible
buckets. Since the communication pattern relies on a single master and multiple
workers, there is a need to assign a different bucket for each worker PE. This
helps avoid network congestion at the master PE due to repeated use of the dis-
tributed locking interfaces or atomic operations provided by OpenSHMEM. The

10 The version of the TSP miniapp using standard OpenSHMEM interface is hosted at
https://github.com/sidjana/traveling salesman shmem am/tree/master/shmem pure
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disadvantage of this approach though is that the master PE has to repeatedly
scan through all the buckets to check for any updates by the PEs. The cost of
this access takes a toll on the performance for large count of buckets / worker
PEs. Here the cost associated with accessing the buckets increases linearly with
the number of worker PEs, this design has the potential for severe performance
degradation at large PE count.

Experiment Methodology Three different implementations of the TSP
were chosen for the comparative study - two of which were designed using
OpenSHMEM (as explained above) and the third, using the MPI two-sided
model. Three different problem sizes were chosen (number of cities = 4, 14, 15).
The results are shown in Fig. 6(a), (b), and (c) respectively. Due to the highly
irregular and dynamic nature of this miniapp, the execution time is prone to high
variation. The results are therefore presented as a box plot distribution, where
each plot for a given problem size and PE count corresponds to a distribution
of 20 runs of the miniapp version. The X-axis plots the number of PEs used for
execution. The Y-axis corresponds to the time taken (in seconds) to arrive at
the solution (shortest path).

Empirical Results The major observations are as follows:

– With a small input data set (Fig. 6a), we see a severe performance degra-
dation with the MPI version. This can be attributed to the fact that the
implementation heavily relies on the traditional two-sided blocking commu-
nication to transfer data among the master and multiple worker processes.
The use of either the proposed AM interface or the standard non-blocking
one-sided communication both alleviate this penalty.

– With large data sets (Fig. 6b and 6c), we see that the OpenSHMEM version
that uses the standard interface suffers a significant performance loss when
scaled beyond one node (number of PEs > 32). Since this version maintains
a separate bucket for each worker, the master suffers a slowdown due to
the cost associated with scanning multiple buckets iteratively. This cost is
completely eliminated in case of the AM version where no CPU cycles are in-
vested in determining the status of worker processes. Instead, the unordered
incoming requests initiated by the worker processes are are asynchronously
executed at the master process.

– The plots also show that for large data sets and higher process count, the
performance between the MPI and the OpenSHMEM with AM versions are
close to each other. This is because the MPI implementation relies on tag
matching to detect the task to be executed. Functionally, this is similar to
the underlying AM implementation where the handler functions are invoked
by matching the handler-id embedded within the incoming AM request.

– There is an interesting behavior by the OpenSHMEM version that uses AM
interfaces for the input data set with 15 cities (Fig. 6c). We see a very high
variation among execution time for small PE count. This high variation can
be attributed to use of handler safe locks among the AM request handlers,
thereby leading to heavy lock contention. This variation reduces for higher
PE count which can be explained by greater overlap of the computation at
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the worker with that of the AM handler at the master. Since the MPI version
in synchronous, it does not rely on any locking mechanism thereby avoiding
the high variation in execution time for this data set. The lesson learned
here is that in order to exploit asynchronous execution of AM handlers,
the use of shared data structures, and hence the use of handler-safe locks
should be limited. Despite this, we observe that using Active Messages gives
a high performance gain at scale over the version that uses the standard
OpenSHMEM interfaces.

5 Related Work

Active Messages were first introduced by Eicken et al. [11]. The original moti-
vation was to enable communication/computation overlap and shift the respon-
sibility of tolerating latency from the underlying hardware to the programmer-
s/compilers. The authors described a programming model called Split-C that
enables remote one-sided communication to be executed using Active Messages.

Multiple low-level communication libraries that support Active Messages in-
clude GASNet [5], UCX [17], LAPI [20], and PAMI [15].

At a higher level in the software stack, the execution model of Active Mes-
sages can be compared to programming models that enable explicit launching
of tasks among processes in a distributed environment. These include ParalleX
[14] (parcels), UPC++ [24] (function shipping), Charm++ [2] (entry methods),
Chapel [12] (begin-at), CAF 2.0 [19] (spawn), and GASPI [3] (passive communi-
cation).

Research efforts have been made to also introduce Active Messages within
MPI [6,10,13,21,23]. Some of these approaches like AM++ [21] and AMMPI [6]
are designed on top of existing MPI libraries. Alternative approaches like Zhao
et al. [23] describe techniques for incorporating Active Messages directly within
the MPI runtime (e.g. by extension the semantics of MPI Accumulate within
MPICH).

Unlike Active Messages that enable inter-process parallelism using explicitly
specified computation units, some programming models offer constructs that
help exploit dynamic parallelism within a process. Programming models like
X10 [9], Titanium [22], Chapel [12], and those based on the Habanero framework
(which in turn is based on X10’s finish-async constructs) - Habanero Java [7],
Habanero C [1], Habanero UPC [18], Habanero-C MPI [10], and Habanero-
UPC++ [16], all provide tasking mechanisms that incorporate dynamic load-
balancing strategies by scheduling work across a dedicated pool of workers.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper explores the feasibility of introducing Active Messages (AM) within
the OpenSHMEM programming model. As part of this work, an API was pro-
posed along with an empirical study of a prototype implementation within the
OpenSHMEM reference implementation.

Synthetic microbenchmarks were used to compare the performance of data
movement using the proposed AM interface and the existing standard OpenSHMEM
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remote write operations. The results show that the primary intent of using Ac-
tive Messages should not be to transfer data to remote locations. Instead, the
purpose is to facilitate the transfer of computation to a destination that hosts
the data that needs to be computed upon. Nevertheless, a simple interface has
been proposed that allows a process to attach a user buffer to the Active Message
request. One potential approach to avoid the poor bandwidth costs of append-
ing data payloads to an AM request maybe to instead perform a standard PUT
operation followed by shmem quiet and then the AM request with zero bytes of
payload. This may help applications exploit the RDMA capabilities of underlying
network.

Another noteworthy point in the proposed semantics is the lack of restriction
on the size of the data payload that is appended to an AM request. One possible
modification to this approach could be where the interface provides multiple
variations for different sized data payloads while initiating Active Message. While
this provides greater flexibility to the end user, there is also an increase of burden
on the user to choose the right interface to achieve the expected performance.
Examples of low-level communication libraries that do provide such interfaces
include GASNet [5] (using medium, long, and longasync AM requests) and UCX
[17] (using short, buffered, and zero-copy AM requests).

On comparing the performance of different implementations of a miniapp
(the Traveling Salesman Problem), it was learned that while using Active Mes-
sages, sharing of data structures among different handlers of the same PE should
be avoided, otherwise there is a potential for performance loss due to contention
among handler-safe locks. However, it was observed that despite such a design of
the algorithm, the miniapp was able to achieve significant performance improve-
ment over the version that solely relied on using the standard OpenSHMEM
interfaces.
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